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Method Statement
Plant required:

2 x 13 tonne 360 degree excavators

8 tonne LGP excavator

Hydrema 912 10 tonne articulated dumper

8-10 tonne tracked dumper

Bomag 213 vibrating roller

(all plant will be refuelled using on board pump from bunded tank to eliminate

Spillage,spill kits will be carried on each machine and bowser,)

Standard track construction

The most part of this track will be built in a standard fashion in line with SNH 
“constructed tracks in Scotland” guidance.

The vegetation will be removed using the excavator and placed to the side for 
re-use,a shallow borrow pit running parallel on the high side of the track will 
be formed with the material being placed on the track and profiled into a 
centre cambered shape to shed surface water quickly to eliminate erosion.

 The parallel borrow pit will be shaped with no steep slopes to allow 
wildlife/livestock to get in and out safely and all turves replace whole and 
compacted with the bucket this reducing the visual impact and importantly 
preventing erosion/scouring and silt.

The track may need to be capped using material won from designated 
borrowpit,which will be loaded by 13t excavator onto (where possible) a 912 
hydrema dumper and hauled on to the track where it will be spread evenly and 
cambered by other 13t excavator,then compacted using vibrating roller.

There will be a need for a number of culverts,they will be installed with 
450mm or 600mm twin wall pipes,with stone built head walls at each end and 
splash stones in place on the outfall to prevent scouring.



Floating track construction

Floating road sections will be carried out on areas of deep peat where there 
are no feesable options to avoid such areas and the alternatives would have a 
bigger ecological impact.

 The track will be built on the agreed line with the use of teram layed on top of 
the vegetation with a layer of tensar geogrid on top of the teram. Then there 
will be a 500mm layer of as dug material from the designated borrowpit put 
ont top of the geogrid and teram. The material will be excavated from the 
borrow pit with 13t excavator and loaded onto 912 hydrema dumper or 
tracked dumper depending on weather/ground conditions and hauled onto the 
track and spread with the use of an LGP 8t excavator and tracked in,edges will 
be turfed up to reduce visual impact and regulate the width of the track to 
2.7m wide. The track will be rolled with vibrating roller.

Surface water will be controlled with a shallow grip on the top side and 
culverts will be installed at intervals and maintain all existing water crossings.


